Newsletter of the Republican Party of Palm Beach County—December 2020
Peter Navarro Issues Report on Voting Irregularities:
‘The Emperor, In the Election, Has No Clothes’
By Tom Ozimek
legislatures to convene in special sessions and authorize
alternate slates of electors.
While Navarro declined to specify a proposed remedy in
light of his findings aside from a thorough investigation, he
eter Navarro, who serves as an adviser to President
said, “the last thing this country needs is an Inauguration
Donald Trump, concluded in a report on the integrity
Day where we have what is perceived to be an illegal and
of the 2020 election that the allegations of irregularities are
illegitimate president of the United States.”
serious enough to warrant an urgent probe and substantial
In making an urgent call for a probe of the allegations,
enough to overturn the results.
Navarro argued that “if, in fact, compelling evidence comes
The findings of the report (pdf), released on Dec. 17
to light proving the election was indeed stolen after a fait
and titled “The Immaculate Deception,” support the claim
accompli Biden inauguration, we as a country run the very
that the election “may well have been stolen” from Trump.
real risk that the very center of our great American union
Navarro, who is director of the White House Office for
will not hold.”
Trade and Manufacturing
In the report, Navarro
Policy, produced the report
examines six types of irreguin his capacity as a private
larities in the battleground
citizen.
states of Arizona, Georgia,
“If these election irregularMichigan, Nevada, Pennsylities are not fully investigated
vania, and Wisconsin—states
prior to Inauguration Day and
in which certified results
thereby effectively allowed to
show Democratic presidential
stand, this nation runs the
candidate Joe Biden holding a
very real risk of never being
lead and where the vote conable to have a fair presidential
tinues to be hotly contested.
election again,” Navarro said
Navarro said that the patin the report.
tern of irregularities across
On a call with reporters
explaining his findings, White House trade adviser Peter Navarro. (Leah Millis/Reuters) the six states suggests “a
coordinated strategy to, if not
Navarro said his role in comsteal the election outright, strategically game the election
piling the report is to say that, “the emperor, in the election,
process in such a way as to ‘stuff the ballot box’ and unfairly
has no clothes.”
tilt the playing field in favor of the Biden-Harris ticket.”
Fielding questions about what, at this stage, can be done,
He argues that the weight of the evidence, which comes
given that numerous legal challenges brought by the Trump
from sources that include over 50 lawsuits and judicial rulcampaign have been dismissed and the Electoral College
ings, thousands of affidavits and declarations, testimony in
has already voted, Navarro said, “with every day that goes
a variety of settings, think tank analyses, and press reports,
by, it becomes more complicated” and “options narrow.”
Trump campaign attorney Jenna Ellis, in a recent interview with The Epoch Times, said there’s still time for state
Peter Navarro—continued on next page
Reprinted from The Epoch Times
December 17, 2020
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Design—ET)

is “more than sufficient to swing the outcome in favor of
President Trump.”
Biden’s margin of victory in all the battleground states
except Michigan is less than the number of ballots that
Navarro flags as possibly illegal.
Rather than any single “silver bullet” of election irregularity responsible for an unfavorable outcome for Trump,
Navarro argues that “this was theft by a thousand cuts across
six dimensions and six battleground states.”
Outright Voter Fraud
The list of actions that Navarro classifies as outright
voter fraud include large-scale manufacturing of fake ballots
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ballots
Indefinitely confined voter abuses
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voted in multiple states
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Counting ballots multiple times
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Georgia
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and bribery, along with the use of ballots cast in the names
of dead voters or by ineligible voters like felons and illegal
aliens. Others include ballots counted multiple times and
those cast by illegal, out-of-state voters.
Ballot Mishandling
Another major dimension of alleged irregularities in the
2020 presidential election, which Navarro calls a “multifaceted problem” that featured in five out of six of the battleground states, includes such factors as no voter ID checks,
signature match check abuses, “naked ballots” that lack an
outer envelope, and broken chain-of-custody records.
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Contestable Process Fouls

may deny its citizens equal protection under the law. Questionable practices in this regard identified by Navarro
include applying higher standards of certification and ID
verification to in-person voters compared to mail-in and
absentee balloting, and different standards of ballot curing
for different counties.

The third dimension of election irregularities includes
abuses regarding poll watchers and observers, such as
denial of access or lack of meaningful access, as well as
violations of state law in the area of mail-in and absentee
ballots. It also includes illegal ballot curing by poll workers
and violations of voter registration procedures.

Voting Machine Irregularities
There were two major types of voting machine irregularities noted by Navarro in the report: large-scale inaccuracies and vote switching from one candidate to another,
which caused vote surges in favor of one candidate.

Equal Protection Clause Violations
The 14th Amendment of the U.S. Constitution features
the Equal Protection Clause, which mandates that no state
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Significant Statistical Anomalies
The final category of irregularities detailed in Navarro’s
report is statistical anomalies, which include such phenomena as significant changes in absentee ballot rejection rates
compared to prior elections, and unusual vote surges.
In concluding his report, Navarro argues that “the failure
to aggressively and fully investigate” the irregularities he
has flagged “signal a failure not just of our anti-Trump
mainstream media and censoring social media but also of
both our legislative and judicial branches. . . . Here’s the
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thing. What I worry about is we’re gonna go into Inauguration Day with the potential to inaugurate an illegal and illegitimate president when we already have a lot of the United
States believing that the greatest democracy in world history
can’t run a fair election. This is not a recipe for tranquility
for the next four years.”
Since Election Day, Trump and third-party groups have
pursued legal challenges to the outcome of the election in the
six battleground states. None of the efforts have so far borne
fruit, including an interstate Supreme Court challenge brought
by Texas and backed by 19 Republican attorneys general.
Follow Tom Ozimek on Twitter: @OZImekTOM

Happy Hanukkah, Merry Christmas, and Happy Holidays to You
from Mike, Tami, Cheryl, Jane, and Everyone at the
Republican Party of Palm Beach County!
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It’s Over
By Sid Dinerstein
siddinerstein@yahoo.com
@SidDinerstein
561-312-5216
December 14, 2020

I

t’s over. What’s over? The Presidential Election of 2020
is over. Joe Biden will be inaugurated on January 21,
2021. So, it’s settled, Yes? No! It’s anything but settled.
Seventy percent of Republicans and 30 percent of Democrats believe there was significant fraud, according to a postelection Rasmussen poll. I’m one of the 70 percent. I offer
three pieces of “evidence,” enough for me, not enough for
the courts and legislatures. Consider this: First, there were
27 toss-up House of Representative seats going into the
election. The Republicans won all 27. Second, there were
400,000 Democrat bullet-votes in the battleground states;
100,000 alone in Georgia. What’s a bullet-vote? It’s a ballot
with multiple races, but only one vote—for Biden. Who
votes like that? Paid ballot harvesters, rushing to beat the
election deadline. Ballots that were quickly marked and
signed by the original voter before being scooped up, taken
to the van, signed, bullet voted and delivered. Signed?
Well, that will stop the fraud. Not in the battleground states,
where signature matching was suspended, deadlines for
receiving ballots were extended and election observers
were kicked out. And, third, there were the counting stoppages, late at night with windows covered. Miraculously,
when the counting continued Biden had multiple hundreds
of thousands of votes that he didn’t have before the counting was stopped. Yes, it’s over. Yes, Biden will be inaugurated on January 21, 2021. But, No, the concept of “not my
President” will be taken to new heights and our national
divisions will be taken to new lows.
What was supposed to happen? I stand by my written and
Zoom predictions. Trump’s re-election, House pickups by the
Republicans and continued GOP control of the Senate. Take
away the ballot harvesting, the count stopping and the exclusion of observers and I hit the trifecta. I even spent months
on social media exposing their phony polls. Nancy Pelosi’s
House majority will be around five seats. That means that
three defections and they lose the vote. If I were part of our
House leadership I would make an open appeal for House
Democrats to switch parties. Three takers and we get the
Speakership. Our hook: Pro-America, pro-police, pro-border
control, pro-energy, law and order, tax cuts and civility.
The Senate? Well, that’s an entirely different story. As
everyone knows, Georgia’s two Senate seats are headed to
a January 5th runoff. With the Republicans holding onto a
50–48 edge, those runoffs could give the Democrats a 50–
50 tie to be broken by Vice President Kamala Harris. Potential Senate Majority Leader Chuck Schumer has made it
clear he has a radical agenda. It might include: Ending the
filibuster and packing the Supreme Court. It would only
take one defecting Democrat to stop that train. But does one

exist? Is it Manchin of West Virginia? He says “Yes.” I say “not
so fast.” The irony? The
Supreme Court decision to not
hear the Texas challenge could
be the permanent end of a Conservative majority. Karma, anyone? And, as an aside, former
Georgia gubernatorial candidate
Stacey Abrams is bragging that
they already have 1.2 million
mail-in ballots received from
Democrats.
So where is this going? Let me answer that this way. For
the last four years we have seen a Democrat Party that has
declared war on the United States. They called themselves
The Resistance and never accepted Donald Trump as President. They created the Russian Hoax, brought Impeachment proceedings and waged a vicious and completely
unbalanced media attack on the Trump Administration. This
is who they are. They defunded the police, burned down
whole neighborhoods, destroyed historical monuments
from Robert E. Lee to Abraham Lincoln. They speak openly
of making Illegals citizens and creating a one-party Socialist
country. I believe them. They may not succeed in 2021 but
they are laser focused on destroying our Founding Fathers
and our Founding documents. They will not be denied. We
may dodge the bullet in front of us but the fundamental
problem will not change. The Democrats respect our country so little that they will cheat to win. Republicans love our
country so much that they would rather lose than cheat.
Next month’s article will come after the January 5th
Georgia runoffs. I will lay out long-term possibilities and
discuss the pros and cons of each. Meanwhile, it’s over and
it’s just getting started.

Sid Dinerstein served as Chairman of the Republican Party
of Palm Beach County from 2002 to 2012. A leader with a
passion for Republican politics, Sid leads by example, motivating teams and uniting diverse groups to achieve a common goal. With a passion for promoting charter schools,
Sid was honored by Inlet Grove Community Charter High
School earlier this year as “Charter School Advocate.” He
authored Adults Only: For Those Who Love Their Country
More Than Their Party in 2007, a book that was a finalist
for the 2009 Next Generation Indie Book Awards. Sid has
been married to Esther since 1967, and they have two
daughters, two sons-in-law and two granddaughters.
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“The Backhoe Chronicles”
By Peter Feaman
Florida National Committeeman
THE ELECTION FIX, Part 78
Sworn Testimony Under Oath is “Evidence”
DECEMBER 11—And the evidence of election fraud is overwhelming. But somehow Big Tech and Corporate media
won't see it. WOW:
Pennsylvania: At a hearing in Gettysburg, Pennsylvania,
on November 25, an expert testified to the Pennsylvania
Senate Majority Committee that a batch of ballots recorded
570,000 votes for Joe Biden and only 3,200 votes for Donald. That would be 99.4 percent of the votes went to Biden,
and with that batch he won the election. The batch came in,
by the way, late at night
And how long did the batch take to be counted? According to the aforementioned “expert,” a former combat officer
with a background in military information and electronic
warfare named Ret. Col. Phil Waldron, the “spike anomaly”
did not take very long to appear. He claims it took something like 90 minutes.
Information from other battleground states:
Michigan: On November 4 in Michigan at roughly 6:30 a.m.,
141,258 votes came in for Biden, and only 5,968 for Trump.
Wisconsin: At 3:42 a.m., also on November 4, 143,379
votes came in for Biden and a puny 25,163 for Trump.
Georgia: Also on November 4th in Georgia at 1:34 a.m.,
136,155 votes came in for Biden, and only 29,115 votes
came in for Trump.
All of this information we have thanks to the diligence
of Russell Ramsland of Allied Security Systems.
Arizona: Jenna Ellis, another of the president’s personal
attorneys, stressed they weren’t asking lawmakers to reverse
the election, but to investigate fraud and determine if the
results are legitimate before appointing electors for Biden.
“We are going to ask you, as legislators, to reclaim that
authority and to make sure that the people of Arizona and
indeed the people of the United States of America as a whole
are not disenfranchised by corruption,” Ellis told the panel.
She quoted Founding Father Alexander Hamilton in Federalist 68 noting that state legislatures are the safeguard
against corruption. “You are the last step to make sure that
this election is not corrupted,” Ellis said. “We are not asking
you to step up and overturn an election. We are asking you
to step in to make sure that the corruption that occurred here
does not stand.”
4) Absentee Ballots, Duplicate Ballots, and 130%
The Trump legal team also presented information from the
Voter Integrity Fund, playing audio of several calls to people recorded as having requested an absentee ballot. Each
said they did not do so.

Another witness for the Trump team was Shiva Ayyadurai, a former Senate candidate from Massachusetts and
entrepreneur and engineer offering expert testimony on
technology and data.
He presented data asserting the only way for Biden to
have statistically caught up with Trump after trailing him
early on was if the registered Democratic votes were 130%
in favor of Biden and negative 30% for Trump. He showed
a chart on a screen to explain the findings.
“What’s extraordinary about this graph is, again, we
went through many, many iterations, it matches perfectly,
near perfectly,” Ayyadurai told the Arizona state legislators.
“The slopes match, the curves match. The shapes match. So,
what this tells us is that this demographic distribution of
allocation of party affiliations is what can generate this. I
find it highly implausible, because this means that Mr.
Biden got 130% of Democrat voters, and Mr. Trump got
negative 30%.”
Anna Orth, a Pima County resident and Republican election worker, testified to the committee that she was denied
the chance to observe about 2,000 duplicate ballots. Duplicate ballots are usually ballots that are somehow unclearly
marked and require further inspection, typically by
observers from both parties. “I was specifically taken out
of that room, ushered out, and brought into [another] room,”
Orth told the state lawmakers.
THE ELECTION FIX, Part 77
DECEMBER 10—A Fraudulent Night in Georgia (but corporate media still promotes the false narrative of no evidence
of fraud)—21,000 anomalies!:
Matt Braynard, the head of the Voter Integrity Project,
said on today that he’s delivered evidence of more than
21,000 election anomalies and irregularities to three top
Georgia officials!
In a letter to Gov. Brian Kemp, Secretary of State Brad
Raffensperger, and Attorney General Chris Carr, Braynard
said he sent via FedEx an envelope with a USB drive “containing evidence of illegal ballots that were cast” in Georgia
in the Nov. 3 election. Braynard said he obtained the evidence via the Voter Integrity Project, which, in turn, was
“paid for with crowdfunded contributions from many of
your residents.”
Braynard said his team reached out to voters who Georgia marked as having requested an absentee ballot, but not
returning it. Braynard also made note of voters who told the
call center that they didn’t request the ballot “despite the
state marking them as having requested an absentee ballot,”
as well as voters who told the Voter Integrity Project they
did request a ballot and mailed it back, although Georgia
didn’t record that it was received.
The Backhoe Chronicles—continued on next page
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Other tables include evidence of voters who voted in two
different states, including Georgia voters who were “registered” to vote with an address listed at a U.S. Postal Service
facility and “disguised that address as an apartment” or P.O.
box, the letter said. Braynard also highlighted other irregularities that occurred during the election in Georgia.
“I am well aware that examining this evidence may be a
time consuming and complicated ordeal,” Braynard wrote.
“To aide you in this endeavor, I am happy to make myself
available to assist your staff in validating it.”
Last week, bought and paid for Secretary of State Brad
Raffensperger had said there’s been no evidence of irregularities that would overturn the election results and has
pushed for certification. On Dec. 7, he announced that Georgia re-certified its election results following a recount,
although Coffee County said it wasn’t able to duplicate the
results on voter machines.
How much smoke does there have to be before a judge
or legislature declares, “Fire!”?
THE ELECTION FIX, Part 76
Facebook Fact-Checkers: Chinese & CNN Connection
“Facebook Fact Checker Funded by Chinese Money
Through TikTok”
By Petr Svab, December 10, 2020
While Facebook portrays its army of fact-checkers as
independent, the money behind at least one carries a distinct
taint. One fact-checker, Lead Stories, is partly paid through
its partnership with TikTok, a social media platform run by
a Chinese company that owes its allegiance to the Chinese
Communist Party (CCP). TikTok is currently being probed
by American authorities as a national security threat.
Moreover, the organization that’s supposed to oversee
the quality of fact-checkers is run by Poynter Institute,
another TikTok partner.
Lead Stories says it’s been contracted by ByteDance “for
fact checking related work” referring to TikTok’s announcement earlier this year that it has partnered with several
organizations “to further aid our efforts to reduce the spread
of misinformation,” particularly regarding the CCP virus
pandemic which originated in China and was exacerbated
by the CCP regime’s coverup.
Lead Stories was started in 2015 by Belgian website
developer Maarten Schenk, CNN veteran Alan Duke, and
two lawyers from Florida and Colorado. It listed operating
expenses of less than $50,000 in 2017, but had expanded
seven-fold by 2019, largely thanks to the more than
$460,000 Facebook paid it for fact-checking services in 2018
and 2019. The company took on more than a dozen staffers,
about half of them CNN alumni, and became one of Facebook’s most prolific fact-checkers of American content.
This year, the funding sources included Google, Facebook, ByteDance, and several online advertising services.
Facebook’s fact-checking partnerships have drawn criticism as they facilitate censorship. A post flagged as false
by the partners not only gets furnished with a warning label
and a link to the fact check, but Facebook “significantly
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reduces the number of people who see it,” the company says
on its website.
The fact-checkers themselves can choose what content to
review and decide what is labeled as false and why. Any complaints about the verdict must be raised with the fact-checkers, who aren’t known to readily reverse themselves, even
when their fact checks themselves require fact checking. Lead
Stories has recently focused on disputing claims about voter
fraud, contributing to censorship of the topic on Facebook.
Chronicle fans: beware the military-industrial complex,
which now includes big Tech.
THE FIX, Part 75-Newxmax Edition:
DECEMBER 9—Newsmax TV scored its first ratings victory
over rival Fox News Channel, eclipsing the Murdochowned outlet in a key demographic on Monday night.
“Greg Kelly Reports,” which airs 7-8 p.m. EST, beat
“The Story with Martha McCallum” in the 25- to 54-yearold audience demographic. Kelly drew an average of
229,000 viewers for the hour while McCallum pulled in
203,000, CNN reported. “We're here to stay,” Newsmax
CEO Christopher Ruddy said Tuesday evening to CNN.
“The ratings are showing that.”
Newsmax TV has shown exponential growth in viewership since Nov. 3, a trend media outlets have attributed to
resentment at Fox News for its coverage of the election. That
included a decision to call Arizona for Joe Biden, a decision
many Fox News devotees called extremely premature.
Wake up, Fox News, you blew it.
THE BACKHOE CHRONICLES
A Christmas Reception Unlike Any Other
DECEMBER 9—Yesterday Sally and I took a break from the
madness and traveled to D.C. for the Vice-President's
Christmas Reception. It was truly a night to remember.
The residence was decorated beautifully, the Navy band
regaled us with Christmas songs as we exchanged war stories with Congressmen and others. Judge Jennine was there
as well, together with the Chair and Co-Chair of the RNC.
Mr. Pence's comments were nothing short of awe-inspiring. He finished with a quotation from Matthew and a heartfelt reminder that 2,000 years ago in Bethlehem mankind
received the greatest gift from God that has ever been.
Indeed, Isaiah 9:6:
For unto us a child is born
Unto us a Son is given;
And the government will be upon His shoulder.
And His name will be called Wonderful, Counselor, Mighty
God, Everlasting Father, Prince of Peace.
Of the increase of His government and peace there will be
no end.
Dear Lord,
Now more than ever.

Peter Feaman is Florida’s National Committeeman, representing the State of Florida on the RNC. His “Backhoe
Chronicles,” a commentary on draining the swamp, appears
on Facebook.
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So, there ’tis:
The Underappreciated 2020 Republican Victory
By Larry Horist
December 16, 2020

W

ith so much attention devoted to the aftermath of the
presidential election—and in view of the biased
media’s reluctance to cover anything favorable about
Republicans—the American people may not fully appreciate the enormous success the GOP enjoyed on Election Day.
In fact, the down-ballot races across the country were so
successful for Republican candidates that those results, in
and of themselves, raised suspicions about the accuracy of
the presidential balloting. It is fairly arguable that the voting
public is not likely—at least historically—to engage in such
divergent partisan and philosophic differences between the
top of the ticket and all the other races on the ballot.
What makes the Republican victories so impressive is that
they were seen across the nation in every state and at every
position on the ballot—except the presidency, of course.
The GOP surge was particularly noteworthy in California.
Starting with the United States Senate, Republicans were
able to stave off the predicted blue tsunami that was to give
Democrats a two to five seat majority in the upper chamber.
Instead, the control of the Senate is down to two races in
Georgia. If Republicans win both—or even just one—of the
races, they retain control of the Senate. If Democrats win
both, the Senate is tied. Since the Vice President serves as
President of the Senate and votes in cases of a tie, the Senate
will effectively be controlled by Democrats.
The House is a different story. Democrats were predicted
to make significant gains in the House. Not only did they
not make gains, it was the Republican Party that increased
its number by 15 seats—with one race still undecided. This
means that it will only take a shift of six of the 450 seats up
for election in 2022 to give the GOP control of the House as
well as the Senate. The 2020 house results essentially wiped
out most of the blue wave gains Democrats made in 2018.
The impressive victory for the GOP across the grassroots
was evident in the fact that not a single Republican seeking

re-election to the U.S. House lost.
That almost never happens.
Republicans actually flipped a
congressional seat in California
for the first time since 1998.
In terms of governorships,
Republicans again made a small
gain. Prior to the election, Republicans had a lead with 26 governors to the Democrats’ 24. Starting
in 2021, Republicans will increase
that lead by one. Only 11 states held gubernatorial races,
with Republicans flipping Montana—giving the GOP a 27
to 23 lead.
Of the 99 state legislative chambers on the ballot in
November, control of two was taken away from Democrats.
Conversely, Democrats took none away from Republicans.
Even where the chamber did not switch party leadership,
the GOP made impressive gains.
In terms of the political trifecta—where one party controls the governor’s office and both chambers of the state
assembly, Republicans have a 22-state advantage of the
Democrats’ 15 states—having produced two additional trifecta states for the GOP.
These gains are matched by GOP victories at the municipal level—such as Stockton, California, where Republican
challenger Kevin Lincoln defeated Democrat incumbent
Mayor Michael Tubbs.
In terms of ballot initiatives, California had 11 on the
statewide ballot—and voters backed the conservative
Republican position on 7 of them.
If you think Democrats are not worried over the results
of the 2020 election across the nation, you had not heard
So, there ’tis—continued on next page
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So, there ’tis—continued from previous page
what President-elect Biden was heard to say in a secretly
recorded conversation with civil rights leaders. Complaining how Democrats were being tagged as an anti-police
party, Biden gave a harsh assessment of the election trend
across the nation. He declared, “That is how they beat the
Hell out of us.” That’s right. Republicans beat the Hell out
of Democrats all across the nation. That is an analysis of
the election that you did not read or hear from the liberal
national news media.
This grassroots strength portends poorly for Democrat
chances in the 2022 mid-term election—when the Party will
have a large number of vulnerable Senate and House seats
up for re-election. The re-emergence of the Republican
Party as the dominant national political party is definitely
in the offing—unless it again falls back on its habit of
snatching defeat from the jaws of victory.
So, there ’tis.

So, there ’tis…
The opinions, perspectives and analyses of Larry Horist
Larry Horist is a businessman, conservative writer and political strategist with an extensive background in economics and
public policy—with a special interest in minority issues. He
has served as a consultant to the Nixon White House, travelled
the country as a spokesman for President Reagan’s economic
reforms, and has testified as an expert witness before numerous
legislative bodies, including the U.S. Congress. He writes for
several online news services and is principle commentator for
PunchingBagPost.com. You can also follow his video commentaries on YouTube.com/LarryHorist. He is actively semi-retired
in Boca Raton, Florida. So, there ’tis is his signature sign off.
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Trump Must Become Lincolnesque
By CS Bennett

T

he last time the country was divided, a civil war was
the result. Fortunately, for the Union, and the survival
of the United States of America, we had a president who
was clear about his goal of preserving what the Founding
Fathers left in our hands. Had he not taken the measures he
took, we would have been a different country, perhaps one
free from slavery and the other slave driven. There were distinct philosophies and mindsets on both sides, but in the
end, what separated the North and the South was more than
what united them. So, we went to war. It was a long and
drawn out conflict, and a deadly one, but it was also a test
of wills. As we know, the North prevailed.
Today, we have a similar division, and one that is threatening to tear this nation apart again. The endgame will
determine whether we go forward as a free and liberty based
republic or we become a government run, and government
controlled, so-called democracy. Those on the left have
made it clear they want to fundamentally change our nation
and the principles it was founded on. Not only that, they
have been implementing their plan of restricting and
destroying our liberties, our cultural, our religious rights,
and our United States Constitution for decades. Aided by
the media, hi-tech companies, gutless RINOS, and out of
controlled government run agencies, the Democrat Party’s
actions have amounted to nothing less than treason and
insurrection.
Throughout their history, the Democrat Party has been a
menace to this republic. Now they have taken things to a
new level. They have attempted, and may have succeeded,
in overthrowing the will of the the electorate who supported
and voted in great numbers for President Trump. They have
cheated and committed fraud. Since the day he announced
his candidacy, the left have been trying to take him out This
not so silent coup d’état must not result in the presidency
of a Biden or Harris. Malfeasance of this sort should not be
rewarded, it should be treat as it is, an attempt to bring down
a president, manipulate an election, restrict our liberties, and
destroy the middle-class under the guise of something called
COVID-19.
As the president, Donald J. Trump must do what he can
legally, and within his powers, to thwart this attempted
coup. Since the Supreme Court, under Justice Roberts, seem
to be AWOL, and republican leadership, weak, they have
left it essentially to Trump to do what is right and necessary.
He has choices still. Evoking the Insurrection Act dates back
to the presidency of Thomas Jefferson, shortly after his
political rival, former Vice President Aaron Burr, engaged

in an act of perceived insurrection when he attempted to
create an independent republic in the fall of 1806 by
forcibly annexing Spanish territory in Louisiana and Mexico. Burr was ultimately arrested the following February.
Jefferson, noted to Congress that the law had mechanisms for punishing people who commit crimes that could
result in rebellion. The authority was restrained by the
Posse Comitatus Act, which President Rutherford B. Hayes
signed into law, in part to end the use of federal troops in
the post-Civil War South. That act prohibited the deployment of active duty military forces domestically, unless
such a move had been authorized by the Constitution or an
act of Congress. A key exception was that the president
could still use the powers of the Insurrection Act as a failsafe to fend off a rebellion that posed a significant enough
threat to the government.
I believe we are at that threshold now. If the democrats
take over, they will really go to town tearing down this
country and further eroding our rights and freedoms. President Trump must take drastic measures if we are to survive.
It is his Constitutional duty to do so. Sadly, there remain
those on our side in name only who are not on our side.
They must be exposed for who they are, and that is, they
are no friend to this republic. Trump, must look at this as
Lincoln did, and that is preserving this republic, and by any
means legally necessary. It was a test of will in the Civil
War and it is a test of will today. Let’s encourage this president to do what it will take to right this wrong. We do not
get a second chance at this, if they assume absolute power.
Yes, it is now or never. . . .

Curtis S. Bennett is an author, a national conservative talk
radio co-host, and a columnist. He is a decorated Gulf War
veteran and served as Vice Chairman of the Putnam County
Republican Executive Committee.
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God Bless America
By Colonel Arthur DeRuve (U.S. Army, Ret.)

D

uring the two and one half years that I have been producing this column I have been continuously astounded
by the basic elements of evil with which the left-wing political base of this country has demonized the angelic elements
of our country. First off by critically disclaiming the magnificence and nobility of our nation’s Stars and Stripes,
through making its disgraceful assertions relative to our protocol of life, liberty, and pursuit of happiness, to the lowest
level of charges that can be subscribed to a nation relative
to its honor in the interests of all of its people.
Now, however, this left-wing political base has sought a
new low in putting forth despicable and false charges relative
to its standing among the world’s nations. It has been a constant attack on the credibility of the beautiful standards which
holds our nation above all others. The left is undertaking a
process of destroying the goodness of humanity by trying to
destroy the belief in an existence of GOD! This, despite the
fact that our Founding Fathers make reference to GOD in the
foundation documents of our country—the Declaration of
Independence and the United States’ Constitution. Likewise
is this reference of faith chiseled literally and figuratively in
most of the significant symbols of our nation—legal documents, monetary issuances and patriotic foundations.
To this left-wing base GOD is a manifestation of rightwing thugs. Why thuggery? Because, for example, it does
not allow for intentional deaths of either born or yet-to-beborn children. How insane that the left could ever think of
such actions as being honorable or desirable. We ask, therefore, is there a GOD? and how do we determine GOD’s
existence in the face of the EVIL LEFT? Here, is my reasoning and conclusion.
IS THERE A GOD? You can bet there is! What is GOD?
Where is GOD? Why is GOD? I don’t know. What I do
know is that there is a GOD! There must be a GOD—it is
not possible to conclude that there is no GOD. My reasoning? Consider this:
The idea of a supernatural being who always was and
always will be is difficult to conceive. Therefore, the antiGod argument is that the inconceivable cannot be. It is, they
contend, fear, superstition, and the need to be lead, rather
than left to our own capabilities that force us to conjure up
the concept of such an extraordinary Being. This, they continue, gives us a content feeling of orderliness, and a “scapegoat” on whom we can blame our own failings.
For them the truth rests totally on chance. Their beginning is a gaseous state of space. By chance, certain gases
combined in a fortunate mixture giving rise to solid mass.
By additional chance, even more fortuitous blendings gave
rise to life’s simplest forms. Chance upon chance improved
the prototypes giving us—US!
I agree that the idea of a Supernatural Being, is difficult
to conceive. I submit, however, that the theory of a nonplanned gaseous roulette origin is infinitely less conceivable.

Consider the complexity of the human brain; the process
of reproduction in all living things; the physical properties
of gravity; magnetism; and solar energy. Contemplate the
emotions of love, hate, fear and happiness. Think of the
intricacies of the human eyeball, intestines, pancreas, liver,
and lungs. Wonder at the conditions of snow, ice, tornadoes, monsoons, radio waves and airless space. Bring all
of these marvels together and reason cannot help to conclude that there is no chance that they all are the result of
mere happenstance!
What then—what accounts for it all? Quite frankly I
don’t know! I do know, however, that there is an order and
meticulousness to it that points to an original cause with a
plan. Here, opponents will contend, is the weakness of my
position. What caused the original cause, they ask? I do not
know! But this strengthens rather than weakens my position. You cannot reason all chance of all items back to nothingness. You can reason a Supernatural Being back to nothingness, or perhaps more precisely “always being”.
The “always being” is what we call GOD—the origin of
all things. We may, through ignorance, quibble about the
form GOD takes, or precisely what was intended by GOD’s
creation. What is incontestable, however, is the fact that
THERE IS A GOD!!! What is further incontestable is that
GOD has blessed, beyond all other nations of the world, the
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA!!

Col. Arthur DeRuve was commissioned a second lieutenant
through the college ROTC program, and after serving with the
2nd Armored Division as a Cold War soldier in Germany, he
remained an additional 28 years in the Army’s active reserve,
including 11 years as a military liaison officer for West Point.
He is a graduate of the Army’s Artillery and Guided Missile
School, the Command and General Staff College, and the Army
War College and holds a bachelor’s degree in political science
from Fordham University and a master’s degree in public
administration from New York University. He and his wife
Dorothy have been married more than 60 years, and after
being “snowbirds” for many years, now reside in Wellington.
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Revolt of Trump's Army Begins
By Gene Robinson
November 25, 2020

M

y late father used to always tell me, “Once the toothpaste is out of the tube, you can’t put it back in the
same way!” So, it is with those who voted for, and love,
Donald Trump. He became president of the United States
against all odds, then stood up, raised his voice, and began
to “drain the swamp” of all the rotten and corrupt politics
that this country had hidden from the American people for
a long time. The president put the spotlight on many of the
“underhanded” deals and deceit that many of our so-called
leaders, Republicans and Democrats alike, thought was the
way “the people’s business” was supposed to be conducted
. . . until Trump was elected to the top job!
And, then a funny thing happened in America! Millions
and millions of people, who had been quiet and docile for
far too long . . . stood up, and raised their voices also, following the Donald’s lead, and the group that had been
labeled as the silent majority . . . was silent no more!!
An election was held in November, and a Democrat candidate that could not even draw flies to his so-called “stayin-car rallies,” supposedly “beat” a Republican candidate
who drew thousands and thousands to each event he headlined all over the country. Even a blind person could see that
the “underhanded, lying, deceitful, and conniving” Democrats (and even some of their Republican allies), the Mainstream Fake Media, and the Big Tech Monopolies that
“banned and censored” free speech that is the cornerstone
of our American democracy, came together and were all on
board in an apparent conspiracy of immense proportions.
. . . As for the first time in this country’s history, a presidential election was rigged against one man on a massive scale!!
With the groups that I outlined above working in conjunction with the rioting, looting, and subversive anti-American groups like Antifa, Black Lives Matter, and the treasonist “big money” Marxists and Leftists like George Soros
. . . all those who hated Donald Trump, and the good things
he was doing for America, saw their chance during a worldwide health pandemic, to seize power.
The Left, and the thugs who do their dirty work by
always running “loudly” and “roughshod” over, for the most
part . . . quiet, docile, and peaceful citizens on the Right,
citizens who always tried to do things the right way. . . . But,
that same left did not count on an army on the right finally
standing up to say, you can no longer intimidate us with
your “bull-shit” scare tactics. So . . . Bring it on!!
First, there was the recently-held march in Washington,
D.C. that attracted thousands and thousands; next will be

the March 4 Trump bus, truck,
and car caravan that will begin
this coming Sunday, traveling
through 13 states, ending up on
December 12th in the nation’s
Capital. But, that is just the “tip
of the iceberg” for those on the
Right who are completely tired
of the cowardly Leftists who
attack the weak among us, like
the elderly, the female, and the
young, never saying or doing anything to . . . the strong
among us, who are not afraid or intimidated by anything
that the Left has got to offer!!
The followers of Donald Trump have been holding
“huge” marches and rallies in cities and states throughout
this country to say that we saw the Rigged Election that was
held, and we are having . . . none of it. And, to show that
the Right is “sick and tired” of the Left thinking that we will
go along with whatever they try to foist upon us, look at
what happened over the weekend in that most liberal of all
liberal states—California.
California Governor Gavin Newsome issued a mandatory curfew that was to begin on this past Saturday night at
10:00 p.m., calling for all residents to stay indoors, to stop
the Covid pandemic surge in that state. But at 10:01, a
minute after the ordered curfew started . . . thousands and
thousands of patriotic “curfew crashers” in every city, from
the southern tip of the state, all the way to cities north of
the state capital of Sacramento, marched or drove, with
horns blaring and Trump signs waving in the breeze . . .
loudly shouting in defiance of the state curfew order!!
So, for those on you the Left who have been used to getting “no physical opposition” from the Right, you had better
re-think your strategy, because from this point forward . . .
you will get opposition in spades, with even perhaps an eye
for an eye. So . . . bring it on, but be careful what you ask
for, as you may receive it!!
GOD Bless.

Gene Robinson is President of the Tamarac/Margate/
Coconut Creek GOP Club, a loyal soldier in Donald
Trump’s Army, and a proud Broward County, Florida,
Republican. Cell phone: 754-245-5220.
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Texas Case Deserved More Respect from the Supreme Court
By George Blumel

T

he Supreme Court dismissed a Texas lawsuit on Dec.
11 that sought to overturn the results of the presidential election in Pennsylvania, Georgia, Wisconsin and
Michigan.
Trump lawyer Rudy Giuliani says that a legal path is
now still open in the state courts where he hopes that the
state judges demonstrate more willingness to have an open
mind.
While Texas v. Pennsylvania is dead, there are nonetheless
lessons to be learned from its autopsy.
On the day before the decision, the Sun-Sentinel wrote:
“In a show of support for President Donald Trump, Florida’s
Republican attorney general is joining the attempt by Texas
to overturn the election results in four key battleground
states. AG Ashley Moody didn’t offer a detailed legal analysis of the issues. Instead, she used Twitter in a two-sentence
statement: ‘The integrity and resolution of the 2020 election
is of paramount importance. The United States Supreme
Court should weigh the legal arguments of the Texas motion
and all pending matters so that Americans can be assured
the election was fairly reviewed and decided.’”
Of course, the paper, along with the other fake news, didn’t bother to print “a detailed legal analysis of the case”
either, as it did not support their criticism of it. They offered
comments in the piece like “The Texas suit . . . repeats a
litany of false, disproven and unsupported allegations about
mail-in ballots and voting in the four battlegrounds.”
Those of us who watched the hearings in the affected
states have seen the numerous sworn statements signed
under penalties of law by witnesses to the corrupt voting
practices and irregularities know better and are being honest
about it.
So, what are the serious legal issues regarding how the
four states violated the law and the Constitution in conducting the election that are the basis of the Texas suit?
The U.S. Constitution gives legislatures the power to prescribe the way presidential electors are appointed in each
state.
The state of Texas asked the Supreme Court to allow them
to sue Pennsylvania, Georgia, Michigan, and Wisconsin to
protect the integrity of the 2020 election.
The Lone Star State alleges that those four states treated
voters unequally and triggered significant voting irregularities by relaxing ballot integrity measures and voting rules.
“The clear authority of those state legislatures to determine
the rules for appointing electors was usurped at various times
by governors, secretaries of state, election officials, state
courts, federal courts, and private parties.” “In the months
before the 2020 election, those rules were deliberately

changed by both state and non-state
actors,” the lawmakers wrote in their
brief (pdf).
Texas asked the U.S. Supreme Court
to hear its complaint that the four states
unconstitutionally changed the rules in
the run-up to the Nov. 3 presidential
election. At least 18 states have urged
the Supreme Court to take this case.
Six, including Florida, have asked to
intervene. There are 106 Representatives currently in Congress who signed an Amicus Brief in support of the suit,
including eight Florida Representatives: Mario Diaz-Balart,
Ross Spano, Gus Bilirakis, Michael Waltz, John Rutherford,
Ted S. Yoho, Neal P. Dunn, and Matt Gaetz.
Here’s the Summary of their case: The Framers of the
United States Constitution provided that presidential electors be appointed in a manner directed by the state “Legislature[s].” Art. II, § 1, cl. 2. The legislature of every Defendant state had established detailed rules by which that state’s
appointment of presidential electors should have been conducted. However, in the months before the 2020 election,
those rules were deliberately changed by both state and nonstate actors. The clear authority of those state legislatures
to determine the rules for appointing electors was usurped
at various times by governors, secretaries of state, election
officials, state courts, federal courts, and private parties.
“No state constitution, state law, state governor, state election official, or court can alter or constrain that grant of
power,” the lawmakers argue. Yet they did!
The Supreme Court of United States chickened out. SCOTUS refused to take the case, ruling “Texas has not demonstrated a judicially cognizable interest in the manner in
which another State conducts its election. . . ,” the ruling
read. At least Justices Clarence Thomas and Samuel Alito
wanted the court to hear the case.
Giuliani upon hearing the decision said, “We’re just asking them to hear the facts . . . let the American people hear
the facts and let the judges hear the facts. So far, the facts
have been suppressed. They’ve been subject to censorship—censorship by big media, censorship by big tech, censorship by the Democrat Party and censorship by the
courts.”
Giuliani is still hopeful that state courts will act. Let’s
pray he is right and that such action comes in time.
George Blumel is a husband, father, grandfather; retired
entrepreneur; blogger www.posterchildrenfortermlimits.com;
political activist—for freedom with responsibility.
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R ules for Revolutionaries: Understanding the Transformative Events
That Are Reshaping America
By Caren Besner
All civilization has from time to time become a thin crust
over a volcano of revolution.”
—Havelock Ellis

E

ver since the horrific death of George Floyd, events
seem to be spiraling out of control. The American public is being bombarded, almost on a daily basis with reports
of large protests in major cities; accompanied by rioting,
looting, burning, assaults, and even murders.
Observing these events unfold, the average U.S. citizen
watching tv from the purported safety of their home, might
seem bewildered by these transformative events, the purpose of which is nothing less than a “re-imagining” of
America. In order to better understand exactly what is happening, it is necessary to take a cue from the Revolutionary
Handbook. There are approximately ten rules; which if you
know and understand them, will help the reader to comprehend what is happening.
#1: Inertia is fatal to a Revolutionary Movement.
The way to be nothing is to do nothing.
—Ed Howe
What does a great white shark have in common with a
Revolutionary Movement? Both must continue to move forward or die. Those of you old enough to remember, might
recall what was happening in the late 1960’s. The overtures
of that movement are eerily similar to what is happening
today. The problem was that back then, the revolution was
centered around the anti-Vietnam War Movement. Once
peace came, the impetus of the revolution died out.
In more modern times we had the Occupy Wall Street
Movement after the 2008 financial debacle. Protesters occupied an area of downtown Manhattan in close proximity to
Wall Street. The civil authorities initially left them alone as
long as there was no rioting or wanton destruction. However, as reports of widespread drug abuse began to trickle
in, coupled with accusations of rape; the authorities had to
act and cleared them out. Many of the occupiers had already
left, not out of a lack of revolutionary zeal, but for another
cogent reason; it was getting cold outside. Apparently, the
winter months are not conducive to this type of protest.
#2: Do not identify your ideology by name; nor state
exactly what you will do after you are in power.

Most Americans are fair-minded by nature and want to
do the right thing. Terms such as Socialist, Communist or
Marxist generally have a negative connotation and would
not be well received by the populace at large. Do not look
to antagonize them any more than is necessary. The revolution will need its army of “useful idiots” for the future.
Instead, use terms such as “progressive” or “social justice
warrior” to describe one’s self. Other terms, such as “environmental justice,” “racial/income inequality,” “redistribution of wealth,” “globalism,” ‘undocumented worker,” and
“reimagine the police” are also useful. These are far less
threatening to the average American. When Fidel Castro
ousted the unpopular dictator Batista, Castro initially identified himself as a “humanist.” Only after he felt safe and
secure in his new position did he announce to the world: “I
am a Marxist Leninist.”
#3: The revolution must get control over mass media
and the education system.
Our educational policy must enable everyone who
receives an education to develop morally, intellectually,
and physically and become a worker with both socialist
consciousness and culture.
—Mao Tse Tung
It is a historic fact that once in power every single Communist or Fascist dictatorship closed down ALL oppositional voices. Truth is defined by whatever the revolution
says it is, and anyone who dare speak out is immediately
silenced. The only information that is heard and taught is
that which advances the revolutionary cause. This was true
in Nazi Germany and the Soviet Union. It is just as true
today in Communist China, North Korea, Cuba, and
Venezuela. This point cannot be stressed enough. Once the
revolution gains control over mass media, it controls ALL
the information that is disseminated, and once the revolution gains control over the education system, it controls the
future. Currently, we are seeing big tech, mainstream media,
Google, Facebook, Twitter, and academia censor and suppress free speech.
#4: All the apparatus of the state: the ministries, the
civil service, the justice system, the military, and law
enforcement must be brought under control.

Speak only in vague generalities and use simple 2 or 3
word phrases the public can identify with.

If you want a picture of the future, imagine a boot stamping on a human face—forever.
—George Orwell, 1984

Generalizations are generally wrong.
—Mary Wortley Montagu
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This rule is simple to understand. Whatever the revolution cannot control could eventually be used against it.
Hitler, Stalin, and Mao all dealt with the problem of supposed anti-revolutionary activists by instituting a series of
purges aimed at crushing ALL potential opposition, which
even extended to family members. Stalin himself is alleged
to have remarked, that it was fine if innocents were punished along with the guilty, because “that sends an even
stronger message.”
#5: All vestiges of the old must be destroyed in order to
build anew. This includes all history, traditions, culture, and iconography that cannot be made to conform
to the new ideals.
Who controls the past controls the future; who controls
the present controls the past.
—George Orwell, 1984
In the late 1950’s, Mao unleashed the cultural revolution
on China. It was based on a repudiation of what Mao called
the “four olds”: old ideas, old customs, old habits, and old
culture. Estimates vary as to the number of people killed
but it was most certainly in the millions. Coming as it did
after the disastrous policies of the “Great Leap Forward,” it
left China an economic and cultural wasteland.
#6: Conventional ideas about religion and family are
an anathema to a Revolutionary Movement.
The first requisite for the happiness of the people is the
abolition of religion.
—Karl Marx
We have created a child who will be so exposed to the
media that he will be lost to his parents by the time he
is 12.
—David Bowie
Absolute loyalty to the revolution must come first. This
extends even to members of one’s own family. Children are
encouraged to inform on their own parents if they hear anything that can be interpreted as “counter-revolutionary;
organized religion must also go. The revolution cannot have
loyalty to God supersede loyalty to the state.
#7: The revolution can only succeed in times of
extreme economic, political, and social unrest.
Everything under heaven is in utter chaos. The situation
is excellent.
—Mao Tse Tung
This is a very important point. A generally content, gainfully employed, and prosperous populace is not likely to
support a revolutionary movement aimed at overthrowing
the government, party or individual that has provided them
with these benefits. In order for the revolution to be suc-
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cessful the population must be brought low and kept in a
state of abject misery. Years ago, former White House Chief
of Staff and Chicago Mayor Rahm Emanuel stated: “Never
let a good crisis go to waste.” Recently, activist/actress Jane
Fonda brought this concept up to modern times when she
noted: “Covid is God’s gift to the left.”
#8: Ultimate victory in the revolution will go to that segment of the revolutionary body that is the best organized, best financed, and most ideologically dedicated.
Power is not a means; it is an end. One does not establish
a dictatorship in order to safeguard a revolution, one
makes the revolution in order to establish the dictatorship.
—George Orwell
A revolutionary movement can be composed of a number of seemingly divergent groups; each of which has a
peeve with the central government. In our own country we
have among others, minorities, LGBTQ, and feminists all
rubbing shoulders with idealists, liberals, socialists, anarchists, libertarians, Islamists, and hardcore Marxist revolutionaries. The last group is unquestionably the best organized and funded. They are completely devoted to the
“righteousness” of their ideology and even have their own
para-military group—Antifa. Their ultimate goal is the
complete destruction of the American political and economic system. They will settle for nothing less than total
and complete power, which they will use to impose their
will on ALL aspects of life. The second best organized and
funded revolutionary group are the Islamists. Marxism and
Islamism are in an “alliance of convenience,” and for now,
intersectionality is in both of their best interests; until the
revolution succeeds in overthrowing the system. In the end,
they have nothing in common; least of which is religion.
#9: A majority of popular support is not needed in
order to force your will on an entire population.
A minority may be right; a majority is always wrong.
—Henrik Ibsen
This is often the most difficult point for the lay person to
grasp. Most people automatically assume that any revolution
must have popular support in order to succeed. This may have
been true in some cases, but not all. People might be unaware
that in 1917 there were two Russian revolutions. The first in
Feb/March, did away with the Czar; establishing a provisional government. The second in Oct/Nov, did away with
the provisional government and established a Communist
regime that lasted for the next 73 years. The provisional government made the mistake of keeping Russia in the first
world war; a source of widespread dissatisfaction among the
people (see Rule #7). The Bolsheviks then swept into power
with a simple slogan: “Peace, Land, Bread.” Although one
cannot be certain of the number of hardcore committed ComRules for Revolutonaries—continued on next page
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munists among the masses of disaffected citizenry in the
Oct/Nov revolution, their numbers would have been comparatively small. It is interesting to speculate that had the provisional government headed by Alexander Kerensky managed
to extricate Russia from WWI, whether or not the November
1917 Communist Revolution would have succeeded.
#10: After victory, the revolution will turn in directions not initially anticipated. Once the revolutionary
genie is let out of the bottle, it will be difficult, if not
impossible, to control events as they transpire.
All animals are created equal, but some animals are
more equal than others.
—George Orwell, Animal Farm
In addition to exacting revenge on their opponents, revolutions usually turn on many of the very people who were
its most ardent supporters. One only has to look at Hitler’s
“Night of the Long Knives,” Stalin’s “Gulag Archipelago,”
and Mao’s “Cultural Revolution,” for examples. French revolutionary, Pierre Vergniaud, best expressed this idea when
he noted, “There was reason to fear that the revolution, like
Saturn, might devour in turn, each one of her children.”
Revolutionaries also speak in lofty terms about “justice and
equality,” promising a true “classless” society, but in reality,
wind up creating an entirely new class of elites based on
party loyalty and affiliation.
Here then are the Rules for Revolutionaries. Hopefully,
they will enable the reader to have a better understanding of
what is happening in the America of today. One important
point is that regardless of who is in the White House, what is
happening on the streets will not stop (see Rule #1). The radical left is already looking to extract major concessions from
the incoming Biden administration. They want something for
their support and if they don’t get it, are prepared to take to
the streets. That will leave the new administration with two
choices. Either put down the insurrection by the use of force;
or by appeasement: offering bribes and concessions in the
hope they will be placated. The problem with the latter
approach is that appeasement as policy generally does not
work and only prolongs the inevitable confrontation.
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Winston Churchill summed it up best when he said, “An
appeaser is someone who feeds a crocodile in the hope it
will eat him last.”
Where then does this leave us as a nation? There is no
doubt that as a society we have made enormous strides in
the last half century, yet we are still struggling to come to
grips with our past. Sixty years ago, the election of an
African-American with the unlikely name of Barack Hussein Obama to the highest office of the land would have
been impossible. So too, the election of a number of minorities and women to seats in the House, Senate, and even the
new VP Elect. We now have a large and expanding Black
and Hispanic middle class and women have made their
mark on the boards of some of the largest corporations.
Do we now throw all that away and adopt the failed economic and political system of our former Cold War adversaries? There is NO perfect economic or political system,
but there are systems that generally work better for more
people than others. As imperfect as it is, Capitalism works
better than Communism. Capitalist systems encourage innovation, individualism, personal responsibility, and independence. Marxist systems mandate conformity of ideas, conformity of thought, conformity of belief, and conformity of
speech. Whatever our many problems, a revolution aimed at
the overthrow of the entire system is not the answer.
Neo-Marxist ideologues in the U.S. would disagree with
this conclusion. They will continue to extol the virtues of
the Cuban, Venezuelan, and Chinese systems, but they
themselves recoil at the suggestion that they relocate there.
When confronted with the fact that at its height, more than
60 percent of the world embraced that system; that it failed
everywhere, they invariably say something to the effect that
“We’ll get it right this time.” As always, they admit nothing,
deny everything, make counter charges, and in the final
analysis: double down on their ideology.
As for the revolution itself, George Bernard Shaw probably stated it best when he wrote: “Revolutions have never
lightened the burden of tyranny; they have only shifted it
to another shoulder.”

Published in DrRichSwier.com, November 27, 2020. ©
Caren Besner. All rights reserved.
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Op-Ed: Warnock, a Nobody Before He Made News as the Jew Hating Democrat
Run-Off Contender for One of Georgia’s Key Senate Seats
By Alan Bergstein
BOCA RATON, FL—The Rev. Raphael Warnock, was a
nobody before he recently made the news as the Jew-hating
Democrat run-off contender for one of Georgia’s key Senate
seats. A repeat scenario of how we were introduced to the
likes of Congresswomen Ilhan Omar, Ayanna Pressley, and
Rashida Tlaib. Unknown to most of us before they were
seated, they turned out to be leaders of the House Progressives who have unsheathed their knives against Israel. They,
as Warnock now does, also had as their backers, the duplicitous Jewish Uncle Irvings such as JINO Senators Feinstein,
Schumer, and Blumenthal. Throw in, as well, for an extra
bout of heartburn, the support he’s gotten from the traitorous, Jewish Democratic Council of America. We Jews never
seem to, or want to learn. And the penalties for this willful
ignorance have been and will be, severe.
Warnock has been openly a Jew/Israel hater for years. He
was a supporter of the Rev. Jeremiah Wright, who had one of
his top disciples in the White House for eight years. Back in
2008, on Fox News, Warnock stated that, “Wright’s legacy as
a pastor was social transformation that’s been the hallmark of
Rev. Jeremiah Wright’s legacy.” Warnock defended Wright’s
“G-d Damn America” sermon as a form of “truth-telling” that
makes (White) America “uncomfortable.” He referred to the
Jew-hating Wright as “a prophet.” Warnock is, like Wright
and Louis Farrakhan, an open and fervent Black Supremacist,
and you know where this movement stands with respect to
Jews, Whites and America.
Israel is another nail in the shoe that irritates Warnock.
In 2018, as Trump announced the movement of our

Embassy to Jerusalem, the would-be Senator claimed this
action was meant to please conservative Evangelicals and
was a black eye in the face of Palestinians whose calls for
a divided Jerusalem, he wholeheartedly supported in his sermons. After a trip to Palestine areas and Israel he sermonized, “We saw the government of Israel shoot down
unarmed Palestinian sisters and brothers like birds of prey.
It is wrong to shoot down G-d’s children like they don’t
matter at all. Palestinian lives matter!” So as well as being
a BLM guy, he’s also touting PLM. He then joined in as a
signer to a letter from his fellow, black minister trip-mates,
that “the heavy militarization of the West Bank was reminiscent of the way apartheid South Africa governed
Namibia, its colony.” Words right out of the mouths of
Hamas, Hezbollah, Iran and the terrorists who rampage,
killing Jews in Israel, Europe and America. Hateful, dangerous and a signal to all of us that the evil tide of Jew hating is slowly engulfing and transforming our government.
Just think of the joyful hand holding, dancing and scenarios
embraced by the likes of a would-be Senator Raphael
Warnock if he joins the gang of President Harris, Congresswomen Omar, Tlaib, Pressley, and AOC. Get ready for the
worst. It’s coming.

Alan Bergstein is the President of the Judeo/Christian
Republican Club. This article was published in the Published Reporter on November 24, 2020.

The Rev. Raphael Warnock, run-off contender for one of Georgia’s key Senate seats, was an open supporter of Rev. Jeremiah Wright
and maintains the blessing of the traitorous Jewish Democratic Council of America. Photo credit: YouTube/Screenshot.
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Letters
A Reflection on Pearl Harbor Day
Dear Members and Friends,
I’m writing this in the waning hours of December 7th,
2020: The 79th anniversary of the Japanese attack on Pearl
Harbor. Not too many now living in America know much
about that day. I remember it well. Clearly.The year was
1941. I was an 8 year old and awaiting The Shadow radio
program that was broadcast every Sunday at 3PM and sponsored by Blue Coal. An announcer broke in to report that
that our base at Pearl Harbor, in Hawaii, had just been
attacked by Japanese aircraft. My mother screamed out loud.
My Dad yelled at us to grab all the crap stuff we had around
the apartment that was made in Japan. Cursing, he threw it
all out the window to smash on the backyard concrete.
The next morning my lifelong buddy, Alfred Fischer,
who passed away last year, and I walked the four blocks to
PS-97 and we discussed the situation. We knew about the
wars in Asia and Europe. We watched Movietone News
every Saturday at the Highway Theater, we read the Daily
News and Daily Mirror, listened to the radio and collected
War Cards that came in gum wrappers. They pictured Jap
soldiers bayoneting Chinese babies and burning down their
homes. We were scared.
That morning at school, Ms. Rauch, the principal, calmly
addressed us in the auditorium. She explained that yes, President Roosevelt had declared war on Japan but that we were
to be patriotic, proud Americans and that we would eventually win. We knew we would. After all, our comic book
heroes, Bulletman, Batman, Captain Marvel and Superman
were on our side. We were 8-year-olds. And we loved to
stand by our seats and pledge to the flag every morning in
class. Our neighborhood quickly changed. all the older boys
disappeared, either enlisted or were drafted. Joey Pinto, my
stickball role model, who lived across the street died somewhere in the Pacific. Six of my cousins fought in Europe.
One came home with the Silver Star. We rallied each and
every patriotic holiday at Archie C. Ketchum Square on
Kings Highway and West 9th Street, where a WWI cannon
had been in place since I could remember. Guys in uniform,
probably veterans, fired off volleys as the flag was raised
on these occasions with crowds of people saluting, applauding, crying and singing the National Anthem. There were
no gatherings where we were lectured about how we caused
the war and why we were responsible for the hatred of our
enemies. This was then.
December 7th, Pearl Harbor Day, is not a holiday to be
celebrated. It’s a day to bless the greatness of our nation. It
is a day of reflection. It’s a day to recall the sacrifices our
boys made to win that war which was foisted upon us. Of
the fragility of our freedoms that we ordinarily take for
granted. I think back to those days when we were truly a

UNITED States. We were not divided. During that War,
Democrats and Republicans fought on the battlefields, side
by side as buddies and local and national politics were
merely inconsequential side issues to be discussed. Not too
important then, when our kids were being killed thousands
of miles away. The years have eroded our history. It’s being
shredded. That saddens me this day. Joey should not have
died in vain.
Alan Bergstein
President, Judeo/Christian Republican Club
Boca Raton

Time to Get Off the Fox News Channel
Why are any of you still watching Fox? We have stopped
watching even Tucker (after his latest blow up with Sidney
Powell) and are now exclusively watching Newsmax TV.
We like Stinchfield, but there are other good ones as well.
I may watch Fox Business show “After the Bell” as they
are mostly business and financial and not political, but that’s
about it.
Please give Newsmax a good look. I think their reporting
is better than OAN, even though OAN is reliably conservative, as is Newsmax.
Howard M. Rensin
Palm Beach Gardens FL.
howard@rensin.com

Best Ever Layoff Letter
Dear Employees:
As the CEO of this organization, I have resigned myself
to the fact that Joe Biden is our President and that our taxes
and government fees will increase in a BIG way. To compensate for these increases, our prices would have to
increase by about 10%. But, since we cannot increase our
prices right now due to the dismal state of the economy, we
will have to lay off sixty of our employees instead. This has
really been bothering me since I believe we are family here
and I didn’t know how to choose who would have to go.
So, this is what I did. I walked through our parking lots and
found sixty ‘Biden Harris’ bumper stickers on our employees’ cars and have decided these folks will be the ones to
let go. I can’t think of a more, fair way to approach this
problem. They voted for change . . . I gave it to them. I will
see the rest of you at the annual company Christmas party.
Education is the most powerful weapon you can use to
change the world.
—Nelson Mandala
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Letter to Republican State Legislators
I sent this to every Senator in Michigan. Later today they
will be sent to Pennsylvania and Arizona:
December 2—Edward Primoff is my name. I am 77 years
old, not in very good health and don’t expect to be here to
see another presidential election. I graduated high school
barely being able to read at a third-grade level, and yet I
became incredibly successful building and becoming the
CEO of a commercial lending institution helping thousands
of businesses throughout the United States. What I accomplished was only possible because of this great country you
and I share.
I watched every hour of your committee meeting. Never
before has America experienced such a level of election
fraud. I’m sure you are aware that the once proud Democrat
Party, of which I was formerly a proud member, has been
hijacked by leftist Marxists who have vowed and boasted
that they will fundamentally change our country. The policies they promise to put in place will ensure that it will
become impossible for anyone other than them to win an
election in our country again.
In knowing this could someday be possible, the great
Framers put a system in place giving you, the legislators,
the authority that your state cannot declare a winner of the
election. You know what’s at stake. Please remember what
the signers of the Declaration of Independence sacrificed.
Most were rich landowners and lost everything, some even
lost their lives in order to put into place and preserve our
great system of government. This gave us the highest standard of living in the world.
If these extreme leftists are successful, they have promised to add two more states, bring in millions of new voting
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immigrants, voting by mail will be a standard practice, and
above all, packing the Supreme Court. This will ensure
them everlasting power. Our wonderful country will be lost
forever. There is more than enough evidence for you to
exercise the rights the Constitution gives you. God forbid
someday you will look at a destroyed great country knowing
you and the other legislators had the power to prevent its
destruction but didn’t do everything you could to prevent. I
sincerely pray to God that you have the courage and dedication of the signers. Please feel free to contact me at any
time and for any reason.
Of all sad words of tongue or pen, The saddest are these:
‘It might have been!’
—John Greenleaf Whittier
Edward Primoff
Loxahatchee, FL
This is one of several emails I received in response to my
letter:
12/08/2020
Ed, Thank you for taking the time to reach out to Senator
Thompson and his fellow legislators. Even more so, thank
you for sharing your story and sending a reminder of what
America has provided to make stories like yours possible.
This is a crucial time for America, and as you stated, Senator Thompson does not desire to look back and wonder if
he should have done more. Please know that Senator
Thompson is working diligently to protect and promote
what is good. He has received your phone number and will
read your words with great urgency.

From President Trump’s Attorney Jenna Ellis
DECEMBER 14—Today, the Electoral College votes will be sealed and sent by special carrier to Washington where they will
remain sealed until January 6th when the House and Senate will come into a joint session to open the votes. The media is
going to make you believe that it’s all over and Joe Biden is now officially president.
On January 6th, Nancy Pelosi will sit down with the rest of the House members, as she has no special power or authority
over the hearing. Vice President Mike Pence will have all the authority as President of the Senate for that day and will accept
or reject motions to decide the next steps by the assembly.
Remember . . . Mike Pence is in full authority that day as written in the Constitution. The ballots will be certified today but
that means nothing. The votes will be opened and at that point one House member could, and most likely will, raise their hand
to object to the Vice President on the state of elector's votes. That objection could cover fraud or any other reason, and with
the seconding of that objection everything changes. Everything!!
The House and Senate will divide for two hours (at least) to debate, then vote. The vote will be one per Senator with the
Vice President being the deciding vote if needed in the Senate, while the vote in the House will be only be ONE vote per delegation, per state, not per House member!!! The Republicans have 30 delegation votes compared to the Democrats’ 20 delegation votes.
If this scenario runs true, President Trump gets re-elected.
The Democrats, the media, social networks and globalists around the world will come unhinged and chaos will erupt. President Trump is trying to do the right thing and go through the courts first, expose all the fraud, but we all knew that none of the
courts, even the Supreme Court wanted to touch this issue with a 10-foot pole!
This is why our forefathers were so brilliant because they knew something like this could happen someday. So, don't listen
to the media and all their deception and lies. All you have to do is read the Constitution and you know that the law, policies and
procedures in the end are on our side.
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Book Review
America on Trial: A Defense of the Founding, by Robert
R. Reilly, with a foreword by Larry P. Arnn. San Francisco: Ignatius Press, 2020. Hardcover, 366 pp., index.
ISBN #978-1-58617-948-9.

A

merica on Trial: A Defense of the Founding is a very
good book for conservatives to read, especially during
“these times that trouble [American patriots] souls.” The
author, Robert R. Reilly’s resume is impressive. In his
twenty-five years of government service he served as Special Assistant to the President, Director of the Voice of
America, Senior Advisor for Information Strategy to the
Secretary of Defense, and taught at the National Defense
University.
To give a brief but concise explanation of where Mr.
Reilly is coming from it is most useful to quote first from
the front jacket. “To prove his case, he traces the lineage of
the ideas that made the United States, and its ordered liberty
possible. These concepts were extraordinary when they first
burst upon the ancient world: the Judaic oneness of God,
who creates ex nihilo and imprints his image on man; the
Greek rational order of the world based upon the Reason
behind it; and the Christian arrival of that Reason (Logos)
incarnate in Christ. These may seem a long way from the
American Founding, but Reilly argues that they are, in fact,
its bedrock. Combined, they mandated the exercise of both
freedom and reason.”
He starts with a memorable recommendation for all
future generations of Americans to heed that is both timely
and timeless:
May this notification, by some fanciful record, be handed
down to yet unborn descendants of Americans, that nothing but the fatal necessity could have wrested the present
inestimable enjoyments from their ancestors. Let them
universally inculcate upon their beloved offspring and
investigation of those truths, respecting both civil and
religious liberty, which have been so clearly and fully
stated in this generation. May they be carefully taught
in all their schools and may they never rest until, through
Divine blessing upon their efforts, true freedom and liberty shall reign triumphant.
—Recommendation of Townships of
Monmouth County, New Jersey, 1774
The book is about the origin of certain truths without
which the founding of America would have been inconceivable. For the Founders, the meaning of the Universe origi-

nates not in ourselves, but in the
“laws of nature and of nature’s
God.” The book is not so much
about the Founding itself, as it is
about the provenance of its ideas.
Its purpose is to demonstrate that
the ideas of democratic constitutional government have only one
set of roots in human history.
Christendom (strongly influenced by its antecedents in
Jerusalem and Athens), and only
Christendom, has ever indigenously produced modern constitutional government.
The great champion of secular absolutism was Thomas
Hobbes and his was a road not taken by the founders, [but
that’s not to say that John Locke, perhaps, the greatest political thinker to influence them, did not borrow from this
man.—my opinion] Locke was an opponent of the Divine
Right of Kings or any other form of absolutism. So great
was his repugnance for those that will not abide by, the rule
of reason, that “he may kill a wolf or a lion because they
have no other rule but that of force and violence.” Thus,
declared Locke, “the State of Nature [into which man is
born] has a law of nature to govern it, which obliges everyone, and reason, which is that law teaches all mankind, who
will but consult it, that no one ought to harm another in his
life, health, liberty, or possessions.” The state of nature is
imperfect, however, in not having a means of enforcement
for the law of nature. Therefore, men are naturally driven
to form a polity by means of which it can be enforced. So,
Locke is acknowledging that while mankind was born into
existence under the “laws of Nature, and of Nature’s God,”
there was no enforcement mechanism that prevented the
Hobbsian absolutists from taking control.
In the final analysis John Locke believed that the “taking
away of God dissolves all and his opinion is vital to the
Founding. The United States bears the political imprint of
theological ideas. [Take that away and it loses its moral
moorings.]
It is suicidal blunder to denigrate the Founding [and the
Judeo-Christian roots of its timeless idea of liberation from
arbitrary tyrannical rule] as is the imperious nature of Progressivism. According to them, the Founding has become a
foundling, laying the groundwork for what John Paul II
called “Totalitarian Democracy.”
—Tom Mullings
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Editor’s Postscript
Why the Electoral College Matters
By Tom Mullings
(Ed. Note: Come what may in the 2020 presidential election, as President Trump and his legal team fight the outcome, charging widespread fraud in key battleground states,
Democrats threaten to do away with the Electoral College.
We’ve all heard of it, but few of us understand why its inclusion in the Constitution by our Founders was an ingenious
bulwark against creeping tyranny. Few of us also are aware
that the Founders saw “pure Democracy” as “mob rule”
and a threat to liberty, so let’s turn to Tara Ross from Prager
University to get a quick tutorial on this subject.)

I

want to talk you about the Electoral College and why it
matters.
Alright, I know this doesn’t sound the like most sensational topic of the day, but, stay with me because, I promise
you, it’s one of the most important.
To explain why requires a very brief civics review.
The President and Vice President of the United States are
not chosen by a nationwide, popular vote of the American
people; rather, they are chosen by 538 electors. This process
is spelled out in the United States Constitution.
Why didn’t the Founders just make it easy, and let the
Presidential candidate with the most votes claim victory?
Why did they create, and why do we continue to need, this
Electoral College?
The answer is critical to understanding not only the Electoral College, but also America.
The Founders had no intention of creating a pure majority-rule democracy. They knew from careful study of history
what most have forgotten today, or never learned: pure
democracies do not work.
They implode.
Democracy has been colorfully described as two wolves
and a lamb voting on what’s for dinner. In a pure democ-

racy, bare majorities can easily
tyrannize the rest of a country.
The Founders wanted to avoid
this at all costs.
This is why we have three
branches of government— Executive, Legislative and Judicial.
It’s why each state has two Senators no matter what its population, but also different numbers
of Representatives based entirely
on population. It’s why it takes a supermajority in Congress
and three-quarters of the states to change the Constitution.
And, it’s why we have the Electoral College.
Here’s how the Electoral College works.
The Presidential election happens in two phases. The
first phase is purely democratic. We hold 51 popular elections every presidential election year: one in each state and
one in D.C.
On Election Day in 2012, you may have thought you
were voting for Barack Obama or Mitt Romney, but you
were really voting for a slate of presidential electors. In
Rhode Island, for example, if you voted for Barack Obama,
you voted for the state’s four Democrat electors; if you
voted for Mitt Romney you were really voting for the state’s
four Republican electors.
Part Two of the election is held in December. And it is
this December election among the states’ 538 electors, not
the November election, which officially determines the
identity of the next President. At least 270 votes are needed
to win.
Why is this so important?
Editor’s Postscript—continued on next page
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Editor’s Postscript—continued from previous page

But without the Electoral College, any vote stolen in any
precinct in the country could affect the national outcome —
even if that vote was easily stolen in the bluest California
precinct or the reddest Texas one.
The Electoral College is an ingenious method of selecting a President for a great, diverse republic such as our
own—it protects against the tyranny of the majority,
encourages coalition building and discourages voter fraud.
Our Founders were proud of it! We can be too.
I’m Tara Ross for Prager University.

Because the system encourages coalition-building and
national campaigning. In order to win, a candidate must
have the support of many different types of voters, from various parts of the country.
Winning only the South or the Midwest is not good
enough. You cannot win 270 electoral votes if only one part
of the country is supporting you.
But if winning were only about getting the most votes, a
candidate might concentrate all of his efforts in the biggest
cities or the biggest states. Why would that candidate care
about what people in West Virginia or Iowa or Montana
think?
But, you might ask, isn’t the election really only about
the so-called swing states?
Actually, no. If nothing else, safe and swing states are
constantly changing.
California voted safely Republican as recently as 1988.
Texas used to vote Democrat. Neither New Hampshire nor
Virginia used to be swing states.
Most people think that George W. Bush won the 2000
election because of Florida. Well, sort of. But he really won
the election because he managed to flip one state which the
Democrats thought was safe: West Virginia. Its four electoral votes turned out to be decisive.
No political party can ignore any state for too long without suffering the consequences. Every state, and therefore
every voter in every state, is important.
The Electoral College also makes it harder to steal elections. Votes must be stolen in the right state in order to
change the outcome of the Electoral College. With so many
swing states, this is hard to predict and hard to do.

‘Mort’s Meanderings . . .

Ed. Note: We’re all upset about the massive presidential
election fraud, being ignored by most people on the left in
this country, echoing with their silence, their belief in the
Marxist Doctrine of the “Ends justifying the means” in
order to take down Trump. Who knows where all of this
will lead in the next few weeks, but I firmly believe, if you
would permit me to paraphrase the great emancipator:
[In time] the mystic chords of memory, stretching from
every battle-field, and patriot grave, to every living heart
and hearthstone, all over this broad land, will yet swell
the chorus of the Union [and the constitution], when
again touched, as surely they will be, by the better angels
of our nature.
—Abraham Lincoln in his First Inaugural Address
on March 4, 1861
Tom Mullings is a decorated Army infantry combat veteran
of the Vietnam War, who served as a scout dog handler with
the 173rd Airborne Brigade. He was one of the three original incorporators of the Vietnam Veterans Memorial in
Washington, DC, and is a long-time Republican Executive
Committeeman from precinct 5154 in Palm Beach County.

